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Call to Adventure 
 

1. The Concept: A typical OSR stat block for a non-player character 

[NPC] looks like this: AC6, MV9, HD1, hp 4, #AT1, D 1-6 by Sword. 

Armor Class [AC] Indicates how difficult it is to land a successful 
blow on a creature. Lower numbers are harder to hit. 
Movement Rate [MV] How many feet per round can a creature 
move during combat. 
Hit Die [HD] Number of six sided dice rolled to determine a 
creature hit points. 
Hit points [hp] Number used to determine how much damage a 
creature can withstand. 
Number of Attacks [#AT] Number of Damage dice rolled on a 
successful hit. 
Damage Die [D] Type of dice used to roll for damage against an 
opponent. 

 

The idea is that, if it’s enough for NPCs, it is enough for Player 

Characters [PC] too.  

2. To create a Player Character you’ll need a name and a 

description. PCs start the game with; 1HD, 4hp, 0 experience [xp] 

and 20 silver pieces [sp]. 

Equipment will determine your AC, MV and D. Pick up to 3 items 

from this list and your PC will be ready for adventure, further 

customization is achieved through play. 

Ranged Weapon; (Bows), deals d3 D 

Small Weapon; (Knives), deals d4 D 

Melee Weapon; (Swords), deals d6 D 

Light armor; (Leather), 7 AC, 9 MV 

Medium armor; (Chainmail), 5 AC, 6 MV 

Shield; -1 AC, -1 MV 

 
3. Adventuring involves more than getting into fights head first. 

Performing stunts under pressure like sneaking past monsters, 

hiding, moving silently, picking locks, climbing or swimming, 

require a 1d20 roll under the PC AC+HD. 

Sometimes a PC has to avoid dangers like falls, fire, poison and even 

some magical effects. A PC can roll a 1d20 saving throw under his 

HD+4 to avoid or mitigate such dangers.  

4. Basic Combat, if it comes to this, everyone involved rolls 

1d20+AC. The best score has initiative, the rest acts in descending 

order. 

To attack, roll 1d20 then add the attackers HD plus the targets AC. 

If the roll was a natural 20 or the sum is 20 or higher, it’s a successful 

hit. If someone lands a successful hit, roll the corresponding #AT of 

D, and subtract that score from the target’s hp.  

At or below 0hp characters are incapacitated. 

5. Combat Maneuvers like disarming your opponent, slipping past, 

knocking furniture over, switching positions, pushing back and 

others are possible. 

In order to perform them, the attacker must declare the maneuver 

before rolling to hit. A natural roll of 20 means that the maneuver 

was executed successfully. On a normal successful hit, the 

opponent decides whether to take the damage or allow the 

maneuver. 

6. Defense: Keep in mind that any time a character would take 

damage in combat, before damage is rolled, that character can opt 

to parry with his off-hand weapon (dropping it in the process) or 

sacrificing his shield to avoid receiving damage. 

7. Morale: If outnumbered, after the first death, or having their hp 

reduced to half, rounded down, NPCs check for morale.  

The Dungeon Master [DM] rolls 1d10. If the result is over the NPC 

HD, The NPC will surrender or withdraw to get a better position. 

8. Using Magic is a simple yet risky endeavor. Most spells and magic 

items are self-descriptive and any PC can use weapons, rings, 

potions, or wands that are magical by nature or store magic within 

them. 

Characters can cast as many spell levels per day as they have HD, 

taking 1 turn per spell level to read it aloud from a scroll or book 

(having an effective AC10 during that time), then rolling 1d6+HD 

minus that spell level. If the score is equal or under that spell level, 

the PC drops to 0hp and falls into a catatonic state for the rest of 

the day. 

If the character is interrupted as he prepares the spell, for example; 

being hit, he loses concentration and must start all over. 

9. Experience is awarded for several different activities:  

Each time a PC defeats an opponent, by killing him, forcing him to 

withdraw, forcing him to surrender, or another method, the party 

earns 100xp per opponent HD, divided amongst them, rounded 

down. Then for each sp of loot or recovered treasure, the party 

earns 1xp divided amongst them, rounded down.  

Each time a PC successfully casts a spell during combat, the PC 

earns 100xp per spell level. 

Each time a PC successfully performs a maneuver on an opponent, 

the PC earns 100xp per opponent HD. 

Each time a PC successfully rolls for a stunt or saving throw, the PC 

earns 100xp. 

9. Advancement is possible for PCs by the accumulation of xp. The 

number of xp needed to advance is 7000 times the PCs current HD. 

Gaining a new HD means better rolls to attack, perform maneuvers, 

saving throws, stunts, casting spells and 1d6 additional hp. For 

every 4th additional HD after the first, PCs earn an additional #AT, 

having #AT1 at 1HD, #AT2 at 5HD, #AT3 at 9HD, and so on. 


